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2   Welcome

In this guide you’ll see what it’s like to be a 
Buckingham student and some of the fantastic 
features we have to offer.

We do things differently here. We complete 
most of our degrees in two years instead of 
three, so our holidays are a little shorter and  
we work a little harder. But we certainly know 
how to enjoy ourselves too.

As President of the Students’ Union it’s my 
job to make sure that every student has the 
best possible time here, and we’ve got lots 
of societies and sports to take you away from 
your studies, along with all sorts of events 
held most days of the week. We have over 90 
nationalities studying here, so you can learn 
and party with the rest of the world whilst 
never leaving campus.

WELCOME

We are also a community as much as a 
university. Your lecturers, classmates and 
housemates will become part of your life.  
And whether on campus or in town, you’ll 
always see a friendly face.

From two years at Buckingham you’ll carry, for 
the rest of your life, firm friendships and great 
memories, as well as a degree that will open all 
sorts of doors in your future career. But don’t 
just take my word for it – have a look through 
this guide, and why not visit us and see for 
yourself? We would love to meet you.

Boluwatife Ishola  
Students’ Union President 2018

Your journey into higher education is something unforgettable  
– something amazing.
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We are absolutely delighted to be in 
the top ten of The Times and Sunday 
Times ‘Good University Guide’ for 
Teaching Quality for the fourth year 
running. Buckingham is, quite simply, 
the smart choice and one of the best 
universities in the country for students. I 
am honoured to be the Vice-Chancellor 
of such a fine institution.” 

Sir Anthony Seldon  
Vice-Chancellor



WHY CHOOSE
BUCKINGHAM?

Studying at Buckingham offers an experience unparalleled by any other institution. The 
relatively small number of students allows for a wonderful relationship with lecturers. 
The benefit of the smaller classes is underlined by the fact that lecturers will know you 
by name, offering you a real sense of belonging to the University.”
Jay Sumanadasa, Journalism with French

“I enjoy the strong sense of community here. The countryside around Buckingham is 
beautiful, and I enjoy exploring the area and being able to walk to places like Stowe 
Gardens whilst still being in close proximity to cities like Oxford and London.”  
Amanda Vernon, English Literature

“At a small university you get to know everyone – there is always a familiar face around. 
The tutorial groups are small and you have very close contact with your tutors.”
Sara Tahir, Law

4   Why choose Buckingham?

Here’s why our students love studying at Buckingham



TOP FOR 
TEACHING

FLEXIBLE

Top 10 in the UK for 
Teaching Quality (The Times 
and Sunday Times ‘Good 
University Guide’ 2019)

Start your course in  
September or January 

THE UNIVERSITY  
AT A GLANCE
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TWO-YEAR 
DEGREES
Complete your honours 
degree in two years

SMALL CLASS 
SIZES

SATISFIED 
STUDENTS

Top 5 in the UK for  
Student-Staff Ratio (The 
Times and Sunday Times 
‘Good University Guide’ 2019)

1st in England for Overall Student 
Satisfaction in England 
(NSS 2018) 

OUR 
REPUTATION
Founded in 1976, Royal  
Charter received in 1983.  
The UK’s leading  
independent university.

TOP FOR STUDENT 
SATISFACTION

2017
TOP UNIVERSITY 
FOR TEACHING 
QUALITY

TOP UNIVERSITY 
FOR TEACHING 
QUALITY

TOP FOR  
OVERALL STUDENT 
SATISFACTION IN 
ENGLAND 2018



TWO-YEAR DEGREE
Buckingham has pioneered the two-year degree, which allows 
students to gain a full honours degree one year faster than 
traditional three-year degrees elsewhere.

This is made possible by designing the 
academic year to provide an additional term 
each summer. You therefore fit in the same 
number of teaching weeks as a conventional 
three-year degree without your workload being 
any greater each term. 

What’s more, you can save money as well as 
time. Although our annual fee is higher than 
that of other universities, you will save the cost 
of a whole year’s tuition fees and living costs. 
And, of course, you could start earning a salary 
a year earlier. For further details visit:  
www.buckingham.ac.uk/ug-fees

A selection of our undergraduate degrees can 
also be studied over three years if that’s what 
you prefer. Many degrees can be started in 
January in addition to September, giving you 
much more flexibility.

Our Medical School MB ChB is completed in 
four-and-a-half years instead of the traditional 
five years, starting in January. 

TYPICAL COURSE BREAKDOWN

6   Two-year degree

YEAR 1

Semester 1

Winter (Term 1) Spring (Term 2)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Semester 2

Summer (Term 3) Autumn (Term 4)

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

YEAR 2

Semester 3

Winter (Term 5) Spring (Term 6)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Semester 4

Summer (Term 7) Autumn (Term 8)

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

  



Teaching at Buckingham is based around our unique tutorial 
teaching model. For every module of your course, every week of 
your degree, you will have a Buckingham tutorial.
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TUTORIAL TEACHING

Tutorials are in addition to lectures and 
seminars (which are normally with your whole 
class). The tutorials vary in size depending 
upon the subject you are studying, but consist 
of between five and eight students and a tutor. 
This means that, at Buckingham, you get quality 
contact time with our staff.

The Buckingham tutorial ensures that you are 
not a face in the crowd, but that your tutors get 
to know who you are and what you're about. 
This means that when they come to write 
references for your postgraduate study and 
employment, they know you well and can easily 
and accurately talk about your strengths.

In addition to the academic support provided in 
Buckingham tutorials, they also enable students 

to develop transferable skills, particularly those 
involving critical thinking and communication.

Our tutorials encourage students to ask 
questions and engage in debate and 
discussion about their degree subject. We 
believe that this is the single most important 
reason why Buckingham is rated highly for 
Student Satisfaction (National Student Survey 
2006-present), Teaching Quality (The Times 
and Sunday Times ‘Good University Guide’), 
and Student Experience (The Times and 
Sunday Times ‘Good University Guide’).

If you would like to find out more about 
our tutorials, or come along to one of our 
taster tutorials, please get in touch with the 
department you are interested in studying with.



STUDENT LIFE

The Student Bar offers the cheapest beer 
and latest opening hours around, and there 
are regular karaoke evenings, open mic 
nights, quizzes and pool tournaments. There 
are parties with live music or DJs on most 
Wednesday and Friday nights during term.

There is also a range of clubs and societies at the 
University, which offer something for everyone. 
These include: Christian Union; Debating Club; 
Economist Club; Gaming Society; GP Society; 
Language Society; Law Society; Medical Society; 

From grand balls to chilled out BBQs and cultural days, our Students’ 
Union and societies provide you with all sorts of activities, events and 
opportunities all year. 

Relaxed and friendly with a great variety of  
shops, cafés and pubs to explore, Buckingham 
is the perfect place to unwind after a hard day’s 
study. For unforgettable nights out and world-
class shopping, Milton Keynes (20 minutes), 
London (65 minutes) and Oxford (30 minutes) 
are all a short distance away.

Buckingham town
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↓ Grease - The Musical, performed by the MATS

Model United Nations; Music, Arts and Theatre 
Society (MATS); Psychology Society; Unicef 
Society and Wine and Cheese Society.

8   Student life
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WELFARE AND DISABILITIES
We have two therapy puppies in the Student 
Welfare Department, called Tanlaw Millie and 
Darcy. Students are always welcome to visit 
them and take them for a walk.

It is Buckingham’s policy to support all disabled 
students. If you have a disability, please let us 
know when making your application so that we 
can assess your requirements and ensure that, 
where possible, they are fully met.

Our on-site Student Welfare Team look after 
both the emotional and medical well-being of 
students during their time at Buckingham.

Every student has a Personal Tutor in his or 
her academic department who is there to offer 
advice and support about study and other 
matters. If you are ill or have a medical problem 
the University doctor holds a regular surgery on 
campus during term time.



10   Sports

  Badminton
  Basketball
  Boxing
  Cheerleading
  Climbing
  Football
  Golf
  Netball

SPORTS
University isn’t all about studying, and at Buckingham there  
are all sorts of sports and activities to get stuck in to:

There is also a variety of other exercise classes 
available, as well as a gym on campus. In 
addition to this we offer a range of virtual 
classes, ranging from weights, resistance, 
dance and more.

  Pilates
  Polo
  Rugby
  Table Tennis
  Tai Chi
  Ultimate Frisbee
  Yoga
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Accommodation is guaranteed to first-year 
students.* Rooms are all fully furnished and 
centrally heated with WiFi and access to cooking 
facilities. Most have a wash basin and small 
refrigerator as well. Disabled rooms and facilities 
are available.

Choose from en-suite and shared bathrooms, 
mixed and single-gender options, riverside 
locations, and designated quiet blocks. 

All accommodation is within close proximity to 
the University; on average about a 10-minute 
walk away. Each block has a Residential 

ACCOMMODATION
With a wide variety of rooms available on our beautiful campus, 
students can relax whilst still remaining close to all the action.

Assistant, a second-year student who will  
help you settle in and make sure your stay  
in halls is enjoyable and problem-free. There  
is also a 24-hour security service on call for  
any emergencies. 

If you don’t want to live in halls of residence 
there is a large selection of privately 
owned accommodation in town which our 
Accommodation Office will help you to find.

*Deadlines apply, see our website for more details

CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS 

All of our accommodation is within 20 
minutes walk of the campus. 80% of 
accommodation is under 10 minutes  
walk away.
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CAREERS AND  
EMPLOYABILITY

During your time at Buckingham you can use 
the resources of the Careers and Employability 
Hub to develop your employability skills and 
plan your career. There is an extensive Careers 
Library located within our Hub alongside other 
resources including our website, e-book links 
and careers events.

Get the chance to apply your learning to real 
work situations via paid micro internships, 
specialist projects and volunteering 
opportunities with local charities. Visit and 
gain an understanding of key employers via the 

many Insight Events advertised through  
the Careers and Employability Hub.

Career advisors and an employability tutor are 
on hand to help you make decisions, plan and 
take necessary steps towards your future,  
post-university. Workshops and presentations 
form the core of our campus provision 
throughout the academic year, delivered by our 
own staff and external partners to give you the 
most up-to-date knowledge, understanding 
and techniques – all this, right through from 
your very first term to graduation and beyond. 

Every year we help hundreds of our students to explore, develop and 
shape their futures by connecting them with a selection of organisations, 
graduate recruiters and further study providers.
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

Foundation and Academic Skills Start 
date(s) Typical offer

Foundation Pathway  
(Business/Economics/Computing/Humanities/Law)

Sep/Jan

Entry requirements 
vary. Please visit our 
website or get in 
touch.

International Foundation Programme Sep/Jan

Pre-sessional English Language Foundation Programme Sep/Jan/Apr

BSc Accounting and Finance (NN44)
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BSc Business and Management (NN13)
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BSc Business Economics (L11B) 
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BA Communication, Media and Journalism (QP39) 
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BSc Computing (I100) 
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BSc Computing with Accounting and Finance (I1NA) 
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BSc Computing with Business and Management (i1N1)  
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

BSc Economics (L10B) 
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

LLB Law (M200)
(Three term foundation + two year undergraduate)

Sep/Jan

 

School of Business  
BSc (Hons)

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Accounting and Finance (NN43) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Accounting with Communication Studies (EFL) (N4P9) Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Accounting with French (N4R1) / with Spanish (N4R4) Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Business Enterprise (N190) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

*  All three-year course options start in September only 
 
◊  Get in touch for full details:  

admissions@buckingham.ac.uk 

†  Please refer to our website for subject specific 
requirements

Key
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School of Business  
BSc (Hons)

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Business and Management (NN12) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Business and Management with Applied Computing (N1G5) Sep BCC-BBB 30-32

Business and Management with Communication Studies (ESL) 
(N1PX) / (EFL) (N1P9)

Sep BCC-BBB 30-32

Business and Management with French (N1R1) / with Spanish (N1R4) Sep BCC-BBB 30-32

Business and Management with Work Placement Year (N1N2) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Marketing with French (N5R1) / with Spanish (N5R4) Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Marketing with Media Communications (N5P3) Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

School of Computing  
BSc (Hons)

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Access to Computing ◊ Sep CCC 29

Computing (G400)  
Three-year option (G402)*

Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-32

Computing with Accounting and Finance (G4N4) Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-32

Computing with Business and Management (G4N1) Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-32

Computing with Economics (G4L1) Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-32

School of Humanities 
BA (Hons); BSc (Hons) for Economics

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Business Economics (L112) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Communication (EFL) and Media Studies (Q3P0) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Communication, Media and Journalism (QP35) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Economics (L100) 
Three-year option (L10A)*

Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Economics, Business and Law (LM11) Sep BBC-BBB 31-32

Economics with Applied Computing (L1G5) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Economics with English Language Studies (L1QH) / (EFL) (L1Q3) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Economics with French (L1R1) / with Spanish (L1R4) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

*  All three-year course options start in September only 
 
◊  Get in touch for full details:  

admissions@buckingham.ac.uk 

†  Please refer to our website for subject specific 
requirements

Key
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School of Humanities 
BA (Hons); BSc (Hons) for Economics

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Economics with History (L1V1) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Economics with Journalism (L1P5) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Economics with Politics (L1L2) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature (Q300) 
Three-year option (Q321)*

Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature with English Language Studies (Q390) / (EFL) 
(Q3Q1)

Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature with French (Q3R1) / with Spanish (Q3R4) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature with History (Q3V1) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature with History of Art (Q3V3) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature with Journalism (Q3P5)
Three-year option (Q322)*

Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Literature with Psychology (Q3C8) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

English Studies (Q301) / (EFL) (Q331)   
Three-year options (QQ30) /(Q332)*

Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-31

English Studies for Teaching (XQ13) / (EFL) (QX31) 
Three-year option (Q330)*

Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-31

English Studies with Journalism (Q3PM) Sep/Jan BCC-BBC 30-31

History and Economics (VL21) † Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

History and Politics (L2V1) † Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

History with Economics (V2L1) † Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

History with English Literature (V2Q3) † Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

History with Journalism (V2P5) † Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

History with Politics (V2L2) † Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

History of Art and Heritage Management (VD34) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

History of Art with English Literature (V3Q3) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

History of Art with French (V3R1) / with Spanish (V3R4) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

History of Art with History (V3V1) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

History of Art with Journalism (V3P5) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

International Relations with Applied Computing (L250) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

International Relations with Economics (L251) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32 

International Relations with English Language Studies (L252) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

International Relations with French (L253) / with Spanish (L525) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32
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School of Humanities 
BA (Hons); BSc (Hons) for Economics

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

International Relations with Journalism (L254) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

International Studies (L900) 
Three-year option (L901)*

Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

International Studies with English Language Studies (L9QH) / (EFL) 
(L9Q3)

Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

International Studies with French (L9R1) / with Spanish (L525) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

International Studies with Journalism (L9P5) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Journalism with Communication Studies (P5P9) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Journalism with French (P5R1) / with Spanish (P5R4) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Journalism with International Relations (P500) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Journalism with International Studies (P5L2) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Journalism with Politics (P501) Sep/Jan CCC-BBC 29-31

Modern Languages with Business Management (R9V3) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Modern Languages with History of Art (R9N1) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Modern Languages with Journalism (R9P5) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Modern Languages with Politics (R9L2) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Philosophy, Politics and Economics (V500) 
Three-year option (VV50)*

Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Politics, Economics and Law (L000) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics with Applied Computing (L200) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics and Economics (LL21) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics with Economics (L201) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics with English Language Studies (L202) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics with French (L203) / with Spanish (L205) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics and History (LV22) / with History (L206) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Politics with Journalism (L204) Sep/Jan BCC-BBB 30-32

Security, Intelligence and Cyber (L129) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

*  All three-year course options start in September only 
 
◊  Get in touch for full details:  

admissions@buckingham.ac.uk 

†  Please refer to our website for subject specific 
requirements

Key
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School of Law  
LLB (Hons)

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Law (M100) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law with Business and Management (M1N2) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law with Economics (M1L1) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law with English Language Studies (M1Q3) / (EFL) (M1Q1) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law with French (M1R1) / with Spanish (M1R4) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law with Politics (M1L2) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law and Professional Practice (MM10) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Law (part-time)◊ Sep N/A N/A

School of Medicine  
(MB ChB)

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Medicine (71A8) † Jan AAB† 34†

School of Psychology and Wellbeing 
BSc (Hons)

Start 
date(s)

Typical offer

A-level IB

Psychology (C800) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Psychology with Applied Computing (C8G5) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Psychology with Business and Management (C8N1) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Psychology with English Literature (C8Q2) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Psychology with French (C8R1) / with Spanish (C8R4) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

Psychology with Media Communications (C8P3) Sep/Jan BBC-BBB 31-32

We are continually adding to the range of qualifications that we offer. Please go to our website to 
see our up-to-date course list: www.buckingham.ac.uk/courses
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By air
There are a number of airports close 
to Buckingham. London Heathrow, 
one of the world’s busiest airports, is 
just 65 miles away, and Birmingham 
International and London Luton can 
both be reached within an hour by car.

By bus
The X5 coach links Buckingham to 
a number of other cities and their 
stations, including Milton Keynes, 
Oxford and Cambridge. The bus 
station is just a 10-minute walk from 
the main campus.

By road
Buckingham lies just off the A421 which 
connects Oxford to Cambridge. The M1 
and M40 can be reached within half an 
hour.

By rail
Milton Keynes Central Railway Station 
is a 20-minute bus or car journey from 
Buckingham. From there, trains run 
regularly to Central London (which is 
just 30 minutes away), Birmingham and 
many other parts of England and the 
UK. Oxford train stations are less than 
an hour away as well.

HOW TO VISIT

LOCATION
Buckingham is located in  
the heart of the English 
countryside whilst still being 
close to a number of cities  
and other attractions.
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OPEN DAYS

We run open days, taster courses and open 
evenings throughout the year. You’ll have the 
chance to meet with academic staff and current 
students and take a guided tour of the campus. 
If you would like to attend, all you need to do is 
visit our website:  
www.buckingham.ac.uk/opendays

Personal consultations and tours
We are proud of our relatively small size of 
around 3,000 students. This means we can 
offer you a personal consultation on campus. 
You can meet a member of the academic staff 
in the department you are interested in joining 

HOW TO APPLY

Entry requirements
We assess all applications carefully and 
individually, and do not make decisions on the 
basis of any single factor in an application. We 
want to work with your full potential, not your 
history, and encourage applicants to take part 
in a consultation on campus or over the phone. 
Check our website for the most up-to-date 
information. We are happy to consider a range 
of international qualifications.

English language
If English is not your first language you must 
be able to demonstrate proficiency in English. 

and we can also put you in touch with some 
current students on your course. In addition to 
this you can take a guided tour of the campus 
and accommodation.

We are happy to make arrangements for  
any students with learning difficulties or 
disabilities to meet with a member of our 
Student Welfare team.

To arrange a personal consultation, campus 
tour or chat to a current student, please get in 
touch or visit our website:  
www.buckingham.ac.uk/admissions#tour

We prefer the IELTS examination, where 
generally you require an overall band score of 
6.5 for direct admittance to our undergraduate 
degrees. If your score is below 6.5 but 
above 5.0, you may be eligible for one of our 
Foundation programmes. For EU students we 
also accept IELTS equivalents. Please contact 
our Admissions Office for more information.

Contact us
Admissions Office
admissions@buckingham.ac.uk
+44 (0)1280 820313

We welcome applications through UCAS (code B90) www.ucas.co.uk, or directly 
via our website all year round: www.buckingham.ac.uk/apply



Hunter Street 
Buckingham  MK18 1EG
United Kingdom

www.buckingham.ac.uk

WHAT NEXT?
To find out more about Buckingham and your opportunity to study with us:

Visit us: 
Book a tour or come to an open day: www.buckingham.ac.uk/opendays

Contact us: 
Tel: +44 (0)1280 820313  Email: info@buckingham.ac.uk

Talk to us: 
Got a question? Click ‘Chat with us’ on our website 


